This technical note is an ancillary material for our research paper (Itoh and Parente, 2019) . We discuss an alternating direction method of multipliers with generalized augmented terms (ADMM-GAT) and introduce a generalized residual balance technique for efficiently employing ADMM-GAT. These techniques are applied to least absolute deviation and its constrained version and their algorithmic details are presented. These algorithms are used for the implementation of the method described in (Itoh and Parente, 2019).
ADMM-GAT
We consider a general convex optimization problem for which ADMM can be used: minimize x,y f (x) + g(z) subject to Ax + Bz = c.
(1) where x ∈ R m , z ∈ R n c ∈ R p , A ∈ R p×m , B ∈ R p×n , and f and g are convex functions with respect to x and y, respectively. Let us consider a Lagrangian with a general augmentation term:
where y ∈ R p is a vector of Lagrangian multipliers and F ∈ R q×p is a general spectral penalty parameter. Let P = F T F, then the Lagrangian is expressed only with P:
L(x, z, d) = f (x) + g(z) + y T (Ax + Bz − c) + 1 2 (Ax + Bz − c) T P(Ax + Bz − c)
The scheme of the ADMM-GAT is same as that of ADMM, which is the iteration of the following problems:
where the superscript (k) indicates the number of iteration. The equation (2c) is a dual ascent step. Similarly, the scaled form of the augmented Lagrangian is
= f (x) + g(z) + d T P(Ax + Bz − c) + 1 2 (Ax + Bz − c) T P(Ax + Bz − c)
where d = P −1 y is the vector of a scaled Lagrangian multipliers and its update scheme is
1.1. Residual-balancing for ADMM-GAT Residual balancing is a common heuristic used for the automatic adjustment of spectral penalty parameters. It considers the primal residual:
and dual residual:
and keeps these values within a same order of magnitude. Unlike a normal ADMM with a scalar spectral penalty parameter, the adjustment of the values of P is not straightforward. It is necessary to evaluate how each component of the primal residual associated with each element of P differs from the counterpart of the dual residual. This can be evaluated when P is a diagonal matrix. Let us define diag(P) = [P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P p ]. The component of the primal residual associated with P l is the lth element r (k+1) l of r (k+1) . For the dual residual component associated with P l , we consider an expansion:
where a l and b l are the lth row of A and B, respectively. In light of this, we evaluate the magnitudes
of the component of the dual residual associated with P l as
where | · | 2 performs the element-wise squares of the vector inside it. The residual balancing in this case is performed as follows:
otherwise where τ and µ are normally predefined hyper parameters. Typical values are τ = 10 and µ = 2.
Example of ADMM-GAT realizations
We here show the ADMM-GAT of two examples: LAD and CBP. In these examples the spectral penalty parameter matrix P is further replaced with ρP. This redundant generalization is beneficial when solving the collection of the same problem with partially independent input parameters. With ρ = 1, we can easily go back to the original ADMM-GAT formulation.
ADMM-GAT for LAD
This section describes a GADMM algorithm to solve Least absolute deviation (LAD):
where x ∈ R n , A ∈ R m×n , and h ∈ R m . Letting z = Ax − y, the above problem is reformulated as
The scaled version of the generalized augmented Lagrangian of this problem is
where ρ is a scalar spectral penalty parameter, F is a matrix of generalized spectral penalty parameters whose inner product matrix, F T F = P, becomes diagonal and d is a vector of Lagrangian multipliers. The GADMM algorithm solves the minimization problem by the alternating optimization of the following
where k indicates the number of iteration. The update of x is an unconstrained last square problem.
The update of r is only easily defined if P is a diagonal matrix so that the minimization with regard to z becomes separable for each element. Otherwise, the minimization cannot be done with just one operation. For a diagonal P, the update equation is expressed as:
where soft(·) is a function for performing element-wise soft-thresholding of the vector of the first input (or matrix):
This algorithm converges much faster than the original ADMM especially when the solution of the unconstrained problem is much differ from its constraint version. The drawback is that the matrix inversion in the equation (5) needs updating whenever P is updated.
ADMM-GAT for CBP
Next we consider a general framework for the constrained basis pursuit de-nosing problem:
where x ∈ R n , G ∈ R m×n , h ∈ R m , c 1 ∈ R n , c 2 ∈ R n , and ⊙ represents the element-wise multiplication of the two operands. The problem is equivalent to its variable augmented version:
which could be solved via alternating minimization. The scaled form of its generalized augmented Lagrangian is defined as
where I z c2 (z) is an indicator function of z that outputs zero if z c 2 and ∞ otherwise, I Gx=h (x) is also an indicator one that outputs zero if Gx = h and ∞ otherwise, ρ is a scalar spectral penalty parameter, F is a matrix of generalized spectral penalty parameters whose inner product matrix, F T F = P, becomes diagonal and d ∈ R L×1 is a vector of scaled Lagrangian multipliers. Likewise, the minimization is performed via the repetition of three simplified problems:
where superscripts (k) and (k + 1) represent the number of iteration. The last equation (9c) is a dual-ascent step. Considering the top two problems are formulated as
, the first equation (9a) is analytically solved by
and the equation (9b) can be also analytically solved by
where max(·) is a function for taking element-wise maximum of two vectors (or matrices).
Matrix form of CBP and LAD
Let us consider solving a collection of the problem in the same form. In case of CBP we may have a set {h} = {h 1 , h 2 , . . . h N } with the other parameters, G, c 1 , and c 2 , fixed. In case of LAD we may have a set {h} with the other parameters A fixed. In this scenario, the LAD problem can be then expressed with a matrix form:
m×N and · 1,1 takes the sum of absolute values of all the elements of a matrix. Similarly, CBP is also expressed with a matrix form:
where
It is possible to separate this problem into each column of H and X, but it would be useful if we could solve this as one problem to avoid redundantly performing matrix inversion whenever the spectral penalty parameters are updated. The redundant formulation of P with ρP a compromised solution for this. P takes the variation over different row dimensions and ρ does over different columns. We have seen in the previous sections 2.1 and 2.2 that with the redundant formulation, ρ is taken outside of the matrix inversion. By defining ρ for each column, we could efficiently perform the ADMM-GAT. Let ρ i (i = 1, 2, . . . , N ) as ρ for the ith column and ρ
Then the update equations are straightforwardly obtained. For the CBP problem, the update equations (10), (11), and (9c) become
where D is a matrix form of scaled Lagrangian multipliers. The update equations are straightforwardly obtained. For the LAD problem, the update equations (5), (6), and (4) becomes
Residual balancing for ρP in a matrix form
In case of matrix form with the redundant formulation of the spectral penalty parameters, the computation of the primal and dual residuals are slightly changed. Here we keep the notation to the general formulation (1). The primal residual matrix is
and the dual residual matrix is
We consider an expansion of the dual residual matrix:
The magnitude of the primal residual associated with ρ i is r
is the ith column of R (k+1) and that of the dual residual is
The magnitude of the primal residual associated with P l is r
and that of its dual residual iss
The residual balancing in this case is performed as follows:
and
Note that we could use different parameters τ and µ for the two update rules above. Those two are sequentially performed. It is recommended that the update of the second one uses the updated spectral parameter of the first one. For example, if you perform the update of ρ i first and P l second, the updated ρ (k+1) i will be used for the update of P l .
Pseudo code for CBP and LAD
Below are the pseudo codes of CBP and LAD. Practically, the update of the spectral penalty parameters ρ i and P is not performed every iteration. Some of the parameters in the update equations are pre-computed and updated only when ρ i or P is changed. In addition, tolerance is scaled in accordance with the size of the problem.
1: Set ρi = 1(i = 1, . . . , N ) and P = I 2: Pre-compute
3: Set R, S ← ∞ (R and S are the magnitude of primal and dual residuals, respectively.) 4: Initializations (if not given):
5: Set k = 0 and ǫ ← N · m · ǫ tol 6: while (k < kmaxiter) and ((R > ǫ) or (S > ǫ)) do 7:
Minimize the augmented Lagrangian w.r.t. X (Eqn. (13a)) :
Minimize the augmented Lagrangian w.r.t. Z (Eqn. (13b)) :
10:
11:
Update dual residual:
if mod (k, 10) = 0 or k = 1 then
13:
for i ← 1 to N do 14:
15:
Update ρi by (15) 16:
end for
17:
for l ← 1 to n do 18:
(updated ρi are used)
19:
Update P l by (16)
20:
21:
if any change in ρ or P then 22:
23:
end if
24:
end if 25:
5: Set k = 0 and ǫ ← N · n · ǫ tol 6: while (k < kmaxiter) and ((R > ǫ) or (S > ǫ)) do 7:
9:
Dual ascent step (Eqn. (13c))
10:
Update primal residual: R ← AX (k+1) − Z (k+1) F
11:
12:
13:
15:
17:
for l ← 1 to m do 18:
2 ⊙ a l 2 · 1m (updated ρi are used)
19:
20:
21:
if any change in ρ or P then
22:
Update A T PA −1 A T P or diag(P −1 ) · ρ 
